
if you choose to

report a 

sexual assault

SART Exam (Sexual Assault Response Team)
*must be performed within five days of the incident 
Performed by medical personnel & may include the
following: 
 
 
 
 
*the survivor chooses the extent of the exam
The SART exam would be transported to UCPD evidence
under the survivors name, but investigators cannot
access survivors personal information without Release
of Authorization from the survivor. If a survivor were to
file a Release of Authorization, then UCPD could continue
with an investigation. STESA & CARE can provide support
and transportation to SART examinations.

Documentation

only, no

investigation

Conducted by UCPD Investigators who
will:
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only law enforcement will have access to
gathered information. No other witnesses
will be contacted.

Confidential 

sart kit only 

Conducted by UCPD Investigators & may include:
    
 
 
 
 
If there is probable cause, information will be
forwarded to D.A. for review (It is almost always
the case that reports are sent for review.)
Please note that a UCPD formal investigation does not
replace a Title IX investigation. If you desire a Title IX
investigation, please inform the UCPD investigator.

Desire for 

criminal

prosecution Title IX

UCPD plays a minimal role
[UCPD can provide Title IX with a case summary.]
 
 
If the survivor desires both a UCPD & Title IX
investigation, there may be separate interviews.
If the investigation with UCPD is complete, the
survivor can request a copy of the investigation report
& provide it to the Title IX office.
Please note that a Title IX  investigation does not replace a
UCPD formal investigation.

Generalized

reporting

guidelines

for ucpd 

*available to call 24/7 for an advocate
accompaniment or for any questions

conduct  an interview of the survivor 
gather & store SART exam results if a
SART exam is desired by the
survivor (see description to the right!)

medical questionnaire
physical exam

blood drawn
pictures taken

an interview of the survivor
SART Examination, if desired by the survivor
witness interviews
other investigatory tools

UC Police Department
(805) 893-3446
https://www.police.ucsb.edu/
contact-us/report-crime

STESA 

(805) 564-3696*
http://sbstesa.org

Standing Together to End Sexual Assault

UCSB CARE 

(805) 893-4613
http://wgse.sa.ucsb.edu/care/home

Campus Advocacy Resources and Education

Students Against Sexual Assault
This diagram was created for you by

*An advocate wil be present unless the survivor requests otherwise.


